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XLP MK 2
Having successfully delivered XLP1 our client needed
another youth bus to operate in and around London.
The bus is equipped with laptops and Internet to
provide a homework space for those with no IT
access at home as well as games consoles, arts &
crafts materials & an area to sit and chat. Travelling to
numerous estates each week, the double-decker
buses provide hundreds of children and young people
with a safe place to engage in positive activities and
learn outside of school hours. On each estate the
project is run by experienced staff who serve as great
role-models to the young people.
XLP understands the importance of consistency in
the lives of young people, and so invests in
communities for the long-haul, with a strong emphasis
on building relationships with young people & families.
South East Coachworks is proud to be associated
with this very worthwhile youth organisation.

How Unusual
Have we ever been asked to build a Routemaster bus
and place it in the third floor of a London office?
Of course we have. RM 2218 is proudly situated on
the third floor of a well know search engine
company. The bus was constructed from scratch
from patterns and copying other buses. Assembled in
our workshops and dismantled to be installed in
London. Complete with cab, conductor’s compartment
and staircase, this unique meeting room is what
greets you when you step out of the elevator.
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New Trim & Upholstery

SEC continues to offer trim and upholstery to things
other than buses. Gore Court Cricket Club contacted
us via our membership with The Association of
Master Upholsterers and Soft Furnishers to replace all
of the clubs bar stool tops. The material was easily
selected from our vast stock range and the job done.

Seaford Bus Restoration
Leyland National PCD80R will be coming to our
workshops. Paul Llewellyn has expressed how
impressed he is with SEC and the reputation we
have in the market. Photos of this long term project
will follow in next months newsletter.
We have successfully refurbished an open top Bristol
VR HKE 690L for David Mulpeter of Seaford and
District Bus service, who took advantage of our full
service, from floors, seat re-trim, paint and branding.
All with in budget and timescale.

Welcome Break Rebranding
Routemaster Bus JJD 498 D supplied &
converted by us over four years ago, returns for a
full vehicle wrap. Welcome Break is supporting
Children in Need, so rebranding was needed.
The exterior branding design was passed to our
signage division who meticulously supplied and fitted
the wrap. The bus is now currently touring the UK, so
keep an eye out for Pudsey Bear and support
Children in Need.
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